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preface
Happy New Year! Probably one of 
the many wishes you read or hear 
these days, but I‘d like to bring 
them however on the classical 
way too. My best wishes for a good 
health, lots of love, passion and 
happiness but also especially I’d 
like to announce you about my 
plans, because they are as usual 
quite busy. The BBT backorder list 
went through the skyrocket in the 
latest part of 2005, there we’ll set 
bounds to. On New Year’s day I was 
writing this preface no less than 5 
containers have arrived in the port 
during Christmastime, and as many 
are still on the water. The purchase 
has been very busy, and the efforts 
of the many visits and discussions 
will pay off after all. I’m glad that 
I can announce to all our customers 
this joyful news and I can tell that 
several problems with furnishers 
have been solved, so we’ve got to 
achieve better results the next few 
months. The long backorder list 
should be definitively of the past in 
the next months… If that won’t be 

a nice New Year promise!
More tidings about the renovation 
of BBT, the entire shop had to 
go. The offices have been housed 
temporarily in a container, the 
shop counter too… The floor has 
been broken out completely, the 
wall between the veranda and the 
shop too, the heating system has 
been fully adapted and a complete 
new floor has been put. The first 
week of this year we’ll be busy 
with painting. We’re planning to 
reopen in the second week of 
January.  Especially the office of 
the sales department will get a 
complete new lay-out. The shop 
will function more then ever as a 
meeting point… perhaps this is a 
good intention to visit the new lay-
out this year?
The research after new products 
and the improvement of the 
production and/or manufacture 
continues unceasing. The buggies 
are now a fact  and their sales 
figures have surprised us this 
Winter. Moreover in one of these 

five containers there’s a great 
new product for the Volkswagen 
buses… more about it in our next 
newsletter… look certainly at our 
new assortment plates for the 
dashboards… The pictures are at 
the back with the new products…
And finally I would like to wish 
to thank all our customers and 
suppliers for their loyalty, faith 
and cooperation, so we could make 
from 2005 again a year of records 
and 2006 smiles upon us! We’re 

here for you, and try to be ready 
whenever you need us… call, fax, 
mail or just drop by… Reactions 
are always welcome, a good 
customer/supplier relationship is 
only possible with a good feedback 
of both sides!
For the next newsletter I promise 
you even better wishes…

Bob
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new products

We have let this window rubber set specially made because all split window beetles had in fact 
window rubbers with a welding seam under 45°. Due to the increasing demand to (even) more 
originality we’ve decided to start this much work demanding process. The response of great and 
renowned collectors is enormous. This is the only window rubber set which is recognized as really 
authentic and is absolutely exclusive  BBT… Therefore we have succeeded to satisfy even the most 

demanding purist. We’re very proud of it. Sold per set for 1 car (4 windows). Stock available. 

# 0334-2 Window rubber set, Beetle -’52, with 45° seam

This seal comes around the rod of the clutch pedal and brake pedal with the 
Type 2 of 1959 (chassis 501 707) till the latest model of 1979. This seal makes 

that there can’t get any water and/or stains along these holes. Therefore most 
of these seals are worn out and ready for replacement. 2 per vehicles are to be 

used. They are original and they have the perfect fit.  Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 0289-05 Seal pedal rod to floor Type 2, ‘59-‘79

Second-hand!!
We still have a large lot of window regulators for beetles from 1965-1968 
and 1969 and later, good originals from California in a perfect state, 
price at 10 euro per piece on purchase of 10 pairs or more. We sell these 
window regulators also in a reproduction, but the quality of the original is 
still superior… In the same series we also got all the window guides which 
fit in the door, the small iron profiles where the window shoves down. 
Finished with welding all rusty parts, for a couple of euros you can buy 
them as good new ones… Ask your seller for more information.

To complete our program we have now also the hinge for pop-out windows. 
They can be used for all the years and are original from Volkswagen Brazil. 

Sold by piece. Stock available.

# 0346-3 Hinge for pop-out window

0334-2

45°

NOS heat exchangers
We now have a large stock of NOS heat exchangers for CT engines. 
They are complete with the three pieces in front of the cylinder heads, 
the exchangers themselves can be used on all buses provided a small 
adaptation… They are 100% new and 100% original from Volkswagen.. at 
keen prices!!! Ask you seller!!

remarks
-# 0007 & 0008: As from now the BBT numbers # 0007 and # 0008 will be from super chrome instead of standard chrome.
-# 1768-1: These clips are as from now from Volkswagen and therefore original, they are not for # 1768 anymore.
-# 9500: As from January 2006 # 9500 will be sold without the connecting tubes. They will be available in the course of January as # 9500-2! 
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# 0660-5 Headlight with rim ’68- / Hella
# 0660-9 Reflector for Headlight # 0660-5 / Hella

# 0600-5 Headlight Type 2, -‘67 left / European (L.H.D.) Hella
# 0600-6 Headlight Type 2, -‘67 right / European (L.H.D.) Hella
# 0600-7 Headlight Type 2, -‘67 left / European (R.H.D.) Hella
# 0600-8 Headlight Type 2, -‘67 right / European (R.H.D.) Hella

new products

These buffers are placed behind the window winder in beetles till 1955. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 0518-90 Buffer behind window winder Type 1, -‘55 / black
# 0518-91 Buffer behind window winder Type 1, -’55 / ivory

These front hood handles are for beetles from 08/67 till the end and they are equiped with a push button. We’re always in 
search for a better quality and therefore we’ve taken them into our stock. There’s a great difference with an imitation. 

Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0439-5 Front hood handle 05/’67- / Original

# 0413-6 Bug & snow deflector ‘Wirbulator’ 

These dash plates can be screwed or sticked on the dashboard. In 
the early years they were mostly made as publicity and name. They 
are made of tin. Sold by piece. Stock available.

# 0526-01 Dash plate Judson arrow / large
# 0526-02 Dash plate Judson arrow / small
# 0526-03 Dash plate 200.000km
# 0526-04 Dash plate Westfalia Register
# 0526-05 Dash plate 100.000km
# 0526-06 Dash plate 250.000km
# 0526-07 Dash plate Judson
# 0526-08 Dash plate Okrasa
# 0526-09 Dash plate 100.000mile
# 0526-10 Dash plate 150.000mile
# 0526-11 Dash plate DDS
# 0526-21 Dash plate Roofrack info

This ‘Wirbulator’ can be assembled on the molding of the front hood. 
This can only on the wide moldings till 1966. The ‘Wirbulator’ 
will prevent that  the snow and the insects will fly against your 
front window, due to the wind turbulences just in front of your 
window. For longer distances it will be quiet practical. This is a 
nice accessory out of this time. Sold by piece.

Stock available.

These window scrapers with chrome molding are of the same quality as the other model 
which we sell since a long time. So here we can help our customers with a better quality.  
Sold by piece. Stock already available.

0352-5 Scraper + chrome molding ‘53-’64, left / German
0353-5 Scraper + chrome molding ‘53-’64, right / German
7522-5 Scraper + chrome molding T2, ‘68-’79, left / German
7523-5 Scraper + chrome molding T2, ‘68-’79, right / German

0352-5 & 0353-5

7522-5 & 7523-5

Hella has produced these headlights again for Type 2 -‘67. Left and right are 
different and we have taken them in our program for our R.H.D. friends. As they are from Hella, the quality is excellent 

and they fit perfectly. The only remark we can make is that the ring is NOT from CHROME, but it is from stainless 
steel. The advantage is that this ring won’t rust of course, but the disadvantage is that it won’t shine as much. 
In the course of 2006 the chrome rings will be available separately. Sold by piece without light bulb. L.H.D. are 

already in stock. R.H.D. delivery is expected in the course January.

0600-5 & 0600-6

0660-5

We’ve taken this headlight into our assortment in order to help 
our customer even better. These headlights have namely an E-
approval which becomes the more and more important for the Motor 
Vehicle Inspections, our # 0660 hasn’t got that E-approval. As these 
headlights are from Hella, we know that they are of an excellent 
quality. The headlight rim with 3-bolts are included as well. Sometimes 
only the reflector needs to be replaced and in order to keep the price 
low, we sell the reflector separately. The headlight rim will be available 
separately in 2006 as our # 0665, but then in an excellent quality. Sold by piece. 
Stock already available. 
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new products

This brake hose is used on T2 from ’72 till ’79 rear left, with a male and a female entry and it measures in total 280mm 
long. We have now all kinds of brake hoses in stock and so we can help each customer according to his needs. Sold by 

piece. Stock already available.

# 1264-1 Brake hose rear left T2, ‘72-‘79

# 1299-500 Brake fluid DOT 4 - 500ml
This brake fluid DOT 4 is packed per 500ml in a small bottle. It’s practical to take along the way and easy to refill. Sold by piece. Stock 
already available.

# 1371-50 Rubber stop torsion arm front Type ‘68-‘79 / lower
# 1371-51 Rubber stop torsion arm front Type ‘68-‘79 / above
These rubber stops are assembled on the front axle of Type 2 68-79. They serve as stop for the torsion 
arms and they are assembled with clips, which will be supplied later on this year.  They are like original 
and they fit perfectly. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 1396-75 Metal bushing front axle inner T1, ‘65-, original
This metal bushing is assembled inside the front axle of type 1, ’65-. So after the bearing we have yet also the bushings to restore 
your original front axle and without play on the trailing arms. 4 of them are used per front axle. They come for the original factory 

and they are therefore from excellent quality. Sold by piece. Stock available.

# 2141-9 Adapter 31pict - 34pict 
This adapter can be installed at the bottom of the carburettor to go from 31 pict to 34pict. It is a cheap alternative to 
adapt your carburettor. Keep in mind that f.i. your 1600cc Motor won’t turn the same as with the installation of a real 
34pict carburettor. In warmer regions it will go better then in colder regions.

# 2180-2 Carburettor kit EMPI Brosol/Solex 44mm
This carburettor kit is the continuation of the existing kit of 

40mm (#2180-1) but then with a 44mm boring for more H.P. and for 
heavy engines. These kits are often used, because that the price is a bit 

lower than for the Weber kits. The quality is definitely good but the difference is that this 
kit will deliver less H.P. The difference isn’t enormous but still there is a difference.  Sold 
per set for 2 carburettors for 1 engine. Only a few in stock at this moment, stock supply 
is foreseen end of January. 

# 2183-01 Carburettor Solex 32/34 PDSI - left 
 # 2183-02 Carburettor Solex 32/34 PDSI - right

These carburettors can be used on all type 4 engines. They aren’t as perfect as the 
originals, but after assembly by our own people we’ve seen that they are a perfect 

alternative and very useful. Like all other imitation carburettors it is of course advisable 
to have your engine adjusted after the assembly by professionals. Sold by piece per 

customer! Already some in stock!

# 2452 Window washer nozzle Type 2, -‘67
These window washer nozzles are special because they have only 1 small hole as they were originally with the buses from 08/65 till 1967. 
They are from grey plastic with assembly seal. Sold by piece. Already in stock.

# 2573 Gasburner 5 x 112 - Black (5.5” x 15”)
# 2573-1 Gasburner 5 x 112 - polished (5.5“ x 15“)
# 2573-5 Gasburner 4 x 130 - Black (5.5“ x 15“)
# 2573-6 Gasburner 4 x 130 - polished (5.5“ x 15“)
This rim is he Gasburner which was an option for the Porsche 914/6 and the early 911 
Porsches. They are now imitated and because this rim is so special, we’ve taken it into our 
program. Sold by piece, with centercap but WITHOUT bolts. Stock already available.

# 7468 Seal for brake light Type 2, -‘58 / original
This seal is assembled between the window glass and the lamp holder of the brake light with Type 2 till 1958. This is the 
light which is assembled in the middle at the back of the bus. We can probably help some people, because they were since 
a long time nowhere available. Sold by piece. Stock available.
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changes pricelist

0005
0007
0008
0010
0010-2
0011

0011-2
0012
0013
0315
0318-1
0318-2

0318-3
0407
0501
0613-1
0707

0732
0733
0759-46
0759-47
0891-770

1050
1051
1060-01
1060-02
1060-03

1060-04
1061
1062
1063
1064

1078
1079
1348
1655-1
1758

1805
1817
1818
1843
1881

1944
2519
2616-02
2616-11
2616-12

2616-20
2616-22
3100
3105
3110

risen

declined
0362-1
0478
0515-1
0573-50
0573-51
0573-52
0573-53
0600-1

0687-1
0713-181
0714-181
0764-5
0890-74
0890-76
0890-77
0891-760

1097
1097-1
1239-95
1329-50
1329-60
1453-1
1453-2
1456-001

1469-1
1489
1502
1749
1780
1781
1829
1829-4

1929
2009
2216
2605-01
2605-02
2605-03
2605-05
2617-1

2617-2
2617-4
2617-5
2618-01
2618-02
2620-1
2627
2627-1

2630
2631
2634
2640
2641
3101
3104
3106

3108
3109
3111
3112
3210
3212
3214
3235

3240
3242
4500
4505
7480
9250
9433
9434

9440
9534
9535
9536
9537
9720

rounded
0395
0396
0515
0518
0661-15

0661-20
0661-21
0661-22
0661-24
0725

0835
0836
0889-28
0889-29
0889-30A

0889-30B
0889-35
0889-36
0970
0972

1055
1407
1519
1575
1660-1

1660-2
1660-3
1735
2045
2505

2510
2512
2590
3050

3051
3052
3053
3054

3055
3107
9359
9370

9375
9441
9444
9446

no longer available
# 0156, # 0168, # 0177, # 0178, # 0470, # 0434-1, # 1415-5, # 1685-07

bbt advertises

We’ve managed to keep down the change in prices this quarter to a minimum, only one group went through the roof. The steel of the bumper 
manufacturers was out of stock, so they had to lay in a new stock… The price of the bumpers was a heavy point of discussion! Even that worse that 
during a long time we couldn’t buy any bumpers, now everything is back under control and the bumpers will be available at the end of January. We’ve 
tried to keep the increase in price to a minimum…

VW keverclub België volksworld Hot VW’s


